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OPTIMIZATION:
What Does It Mean?
Many system developers rely on the art of
optimization aa a means of convincing themselves
and others that they have found a better way in
which to trade the market. The optimization
processusually involves the study of past data
for a given commodity contract or stock by
altering a handfirl of parameters to produce a
measwable outcome of hintlsight profit or loss.
To achieve the best possible profit, the time series
is repeatedly examined as all combinations of the
parameters are evaluatedThe process of optimization can be a worthy
exercise, but it has become a buzz word with
some negative conlotations becauseof tendencies
to introduce a number of invalid assurnptions in
a given system-s firndamental conceptual design.
Here are some of the mistakes or flaws that are
often made:
e Too Many Parameters - The developer often
introduces go many control parameters that in
many cases no computer could produce an
exhaustive solution in the years remaining in a
lifetime. Suppose the system under study can
take on 5 parameters of which each can take on
This scenario would require
n
values.
205=3,200,000passesthrough the data to produce
an exhaustive analysig. If your computer can
make one pass every 10 seconds,you will wait
several months for your answer, The parameter
count should be minimized for best results and
the parameters (which are actually classified as
independent variables) ehould not be correlated.
If a parameter is higbly correlated with another
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parameter, then double weight is given to
whatever characteristic the parameter is
attempting to explain.
r Too Few Samples - An equation can be easily
produced that will pass tbrough 10 precise daily
closing prices over a two-week period by writing
out a 9th degree polynomial. This model would
have 100/o predictability for the past data and a
hindsight simulation would produce 10S/operfect
predictability over the past. If we were to use
this model to predict day number 11, what would
you expect as far as accuracy in predicting the
11th price? It would not be possible to accurately
predict the price because the forceci 9th degree
polynomial has consumedall the possible freedom
in the 10 points of data, leaving 00/ocon-fidenceof
assessingany future event.
In the case for the above system with 5 control
parameters, each parameter removes a gtatistical
degree of freedom and serveg to increase the
number of freely-discovered samples required to
certify the optimal solution.
In statistical theory, there is the requirement that
the number of samples must be suffrcient to
approach a normal distribution of outcome.
Achieving this goal gives one the right to make
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probability etatemenis about future results. Tlre
Central Timit Theorem used in statigtical analysis
requires a sample size in excessof 30 to approach
nonnality. As a rule of thumb, the r.equired
gsanplesize should exceed 30 by one or more for
every paramet€r introduced. d gample, by the
way, is the profit or loss of a single completed
trade which in this gyrrnple, becomes the
exercise'sdependent variable,
Daily open-high-low-closesurnmary information on
a given contract with finite longevity can seldom
produce the required gample size to yield
F\:rthermore, 1[s enelygt
_eaulagfirl results.
must mntend nrith the actual mntract's inherenr
lac& of stationarity described and illustrat€d in
detail in last month's August 1990 CSI News
Journal. The time series stationarity digcussedis
something that must be achieved to produce a
realistic regult that can be relied upon to produce
unbiased future estimates. Some analysts use
nearest futures coDtracts to extend the data's
Iongevity thereby inflating the sarnple size.
Nearest futures mntracts are seriously flawed
innovations which, because of troublesome price
discontinuities caused by frequent contract
expirations, tend to strongly distort, the results.
Stationarity can't be achieved with such
meaningless data; predictions will be worthless.
'

Only Perpetual Contract@ data can remove the
ftaws of actual colrtracts or nelarest ftttures
contracts conceroing stationarity, and only
Perpetual Contract data can give you the
Decessary time series longevity to sigrrificantly
over@methe adequate gan"ple size problem (well
hown to students of reliability and statistical
theory).
In the above parameter studn supposeyou were
analyzing a l5-month-long contract where the
hading frequency produced a completedtrade once
every 20 days. You would be ludry to log 15
trades, This is the secoodflaw The sample size
ig too small.
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o Robustness of Optimization Design - Flaw
number three focuses upon the behavior and
sensitivity of each selecbedoptimizable parameter.
Following an exhaustive study of all parameters
to achieve a candidate solution for a market. each
parameter should be analyzed for its robustness
while all otho parameters are held constant.
What is requfued in this exercise is a well
behaved profit function that has an insensitive
localizedmaximum over the selection of parametrer
choices. A curve like the following would be
consideredrobust:
P
R

o

F
I
T

9 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 31 4 1 5 1 61 71 8 1 9 2 0

In the above chart the choice of 14 as the setting
for the given study parerneter would represent a
reasonably good choice and such a result would be
considered desirable.
Unfortunately, a more likely outcome for many of
the systems I see being offered looks like this:
P
R

o

F
I
T

9 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 31 4 1 5 1 61 71 8 1 92 0
A small etror of one or two in a parameter
setting can change a large profit into a large loss
on a hindsight basis. In real trading, such a
dubious parameter choice should be discarded.
Heavy market losses are the only outcome that
you can be sure will result if this is your
hindsight experience.
r Flandom GradientsM Techniques - Where
continuous variableg are involved, there is a way
to solve a many-parameter problem even though
each paraneter may take on an infinite number
of possibilities. Unfortunately, in market onalysis,
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price action is not continuous and cannot be
defined with a differentiable equation.
There is a way to find a very superior solution
using differencing methods. We have perfected a
random techrique at CSI which will solve the
problem, but will not necessarily find what may
be considered the optimum result. Since we are
dealing with hindgigfif analysis, the best solution
when observing the past will not likely be the
best solution for the future, go we don't consider
this factor important. We call this approach a
Random Gradient knprovement study.
One significant advantage to the proposedrandom
differencing processis that every user of the same
system can trade with a uniquely different set of
market entry and exit sigrrals. It would be more
or less up to the user to discover a system
variation that is best for him.
A significaat advantage to the Random Gradient
approach is the reduction in time required to
solve the problem. The Random Gradient can
produce an answer in a very small percentage of
the time necessary to exhaustively examine all
mmbinations of a process. The Random Gradienl
approach will be a feature of Version 4.0
QuickStudy@and The Unfair AdvantagesM.
o Formulation of a Meaningful Design - As
--_-_We
have sard ln this space many times, the
lechnical analyst has a tendency to conceptualize
systemsand market trading approacheswhich are
zero-sum in nature. Such systems win half the
time and lose half the time and in either caseyou
must pay a fee with every trade that includes the
mmmission plus slippage.
In the mnception and fonnulation of a trading
system, the following features should be given
careful mnsideration:
.

Limit the number of variable parameters

r

Select non-mrrelated independent variables
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.

Utilize a sample size greater than 30 with
g gqrnpl€ being a single mmpleted trade

.

Each parameter
robustnees

.

Consider alternate market scbemeswhere
relative relationships are exploited

o

Employ gradient stepping procedures in
place of an all-exhaustive search of
parameter settings.

should

demonstrate

A number of tool kits have very attractive
graphics, including highly flexible windowing
capability which are often associated with
innovations that improve yor:r PC's speed and
responsiveness, Some developersclaim that they
have spent millions on development. No doubt
they are being truthfirl, but there is no substitute
for substantive, conceptual and analytical design
techniques using state-of-the-art statistical
mncepts. These are the areas of importance from
which profits are derived.
Best vrishes for prosperous trading,

j\.l'
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For more information on optimizatior:, refer to
"Managing Risk and
Reward," Ralph Vince, John
Wiley and Sons,Inc., New York, NY, 1990.
ERROR (BUG) FOIIND IN 4.0 affecting some
CompuTrac Users.
An obscure error was dismvered in QuickTlieve
4.0 by a CompuTlac user while attempting to
process in excess of 62 contracts, We have
corrected the problem. If you have experienceda
similar diffrculty or feel that you may need this
capability in the future, please contact us and
request an updated disk. Ttrere will be no charge
for this update.
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Ask Customer Service
Topic: QuickTlieve@4.0

that users who rely on QuickPlot for graphics and
dont require the benefits listed above would
continue to uee their current QuicJ<TYieve.

We have fiIled the backlog of o'rderg for
QuidrTlieve version 4.0, and have had some
questions which may be of interest to all. The
Customer Service etaff: Karen, Ro4 Rudi, Susan
and Tami have presented a few of these below:

Oncethe 4.0 QuiclPlot is ready, we'Il recommend
that QuickPlot users upgrade to the 4.0 to take
advantage of both new progra[u,

a. I got the 4.0 Quickllieve to facittate use
with CompuTlac, but in the pasl I've used
a. I'm gort of in limbo with the QuickTYieve QuickPlot for graphics too. How can I use my old
version 4.0 because it does not indude
QuickPlot?
QuickPlo@. When wiII the QuickPlot vergion 4.0
be avaiffile?
A. Those QuickPlot users who are mllecting data
vrith 4.0 QuicklYieve can plot the data by storing
A. We're expecting a late Fall '90 release of the it in your older
\QI directory. To do this, list
graphics program. The release of Quick1Yievd C:\{I as a data path in your Magter Path File.
QuickManager@,without QuickPlot, has caused Afber data retrieval a:rd distribution, exit
some confusion among our customers. We
QuickTlieve 4.0 and enter QuickTYieve 3.1
apologize for any misu:rderstandings.
Our nonnally,
decision to adopt this seeningly awkward release
procedure was motivated by both practical and There are two limitations you should be aware of
functional reasorul.
in doing this:
Software developers who exclusively use CSI
prefer that we do not promote our study products
in competition vrith theirs. F\rthermore, CSI
userg who use CompuTlac, Metastock or a similar
tool kit may not waat to pay for the similar
capability which is offered by QuickPloV
QuichStudy. This is the practical reason we
separatedthe two products.
Orlr firnctional motivation has to do with the
management of guch an underlaking.
We
released the 4.0 QuidrTlieve in advance of
QuidrPlot eo that our customers could take
advantage of the new features before the entire
pacJragewas mmplete. These include support of
multiple
data directories, autocreation of
CompuTbac and Quid{IYieve files during daily
dishibution, custom definitioo of ASCII files and
support of 2100 baud retrieval on Tlmnet.
Many of these benefitg appeal to the users of our
data base who don't use QuickPlot. We expected

1. You wiII need to collect a daily update with
your 3.1 QuickTlieve at least once a month to
avoid disk terrnination.
2. "Ihe \QT subdirectory can hold no more than
120 data frles. If you have more than 120, you ll
need to Usethe SUpSJ gommand as expl4ined in
the index of the 3.1 manual. Call the Customer
Service Departrnent if you need assistance,
Q. I'n using the 4.0 Quickl}ieve and I'm having
a hard time transferring data to a diskette. Drive
A isn't listed on my menu of data paths. How
can I activate the diskette &ive?
A. If you use only one data directory, you must
fore the appearance of tbe data path menu by
pressing <ALT> F before atbempting the desired
procedure, (You wont see any difference on the
screen,) When the time comes to pick a source
path, you'll see a menu that lists your single data
direcbory.
Userg of multiple data paths

,li

automatically see this menu. At the data path
menu, press <F"10>, Youll be asked to name an
alternate data path. Here you enter A:\ or B:\
to use a diekette. The path you list will become
part of the data path menu for the entire
Quid<TYievesession. This is explained on page
A4 of the manual.

Sale on Perpetual Contract Data

---

In last montr"s News Journal, Bob Pelletier wrote
about CSI's Perpetual Contract Data. Perpetual
Contract data is superior to actual contract data
for analysis purposes because ite design
compensatesfor a time serieg' lack of stationarity.
If you missed the article, you should call us for a
reprint so you can read how this product can
improve your trading success,
Tbaders interested in any type of analysis should
have a good background of historical data,
preferably Perpetual Cont::act Data. Thig month
we're offering a special price on groups of
Perpetual Contact Data on diskettes.
You may choose the commodities you want, as
long as you order at least three markets and
r€quest s ninimurn of five years on each. The
mor€ contracts you buy, the less you vrill pay,

Perpetual Contract Sale
(minirnum 5 years per com:nodity)

- lW/o discount
3 to 5 corrmodities
- l5o/o discount
6 to 10 cornmodties
- 2@/o discount
11 * commoditie.
We seldom offer Perpetual Contract Data at a
discount, so plan ahead for your future needs.
Perpetual Contract data can be added to your
portfolio for automated daily updates.
If you ordered Perpetual Contract Data during

August in euffrcient quantities to quatrfy for these
sale prices, we tried to adjust your data cost in
mmpliance with the discou:rts shown above. If
we migsed yours, please call the MARKETING
DEPARTMENT to arrange for a credit. On the
other hand, if you didnt order enough data to
qualify for a discount and you order more this
month, we will give you credit for your prior
purchase and figure your discounts on your
mmbined total.

Fire in New York
An August 13th power outage caused by a fire in
New York s financial district affected data from
the New York Mercantile Exchange,the New York
Cotton Exchange and the New York Commodity
Exchange. Each of these markets opened for
trading, but halted the segsionin early afternoon.
We captured and posted data from the
abbreviated sessionsfor commodity numbers 7,8,
12, 13, 16, 30, 69, 77, 202, 89, 187, 188, tgr, 224,
252, 263 and 264 on Monday, August 13. On
T\resday, August 14, these exchanges decided to
treat Monday's trading activity as though it were
part of T\resday's trading.
The official open for Tuesday is actually Monday's
opening price. The official high is the high for
the combined Monday and Tuesday sessionsand
the low is the lowest price for both sessiona.
T\resday's official close is the actual close for
Tuesday. There is no official data for Monday,
August 13,
If you collected August 13 prices for any of the
commodities ligted above, you may handle the
data in either of two ways:
1)
Keep the data
it is an accurate
representation of the short trading session.
2) Delete the data with QuickManagefs Editor
Subsystem, Use the Edit Contract Data File
feature to change the Day of Week entry for
900813 from 1 to 9.

